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A Bronx Tale (1993, USA) by Robert DeNiro

Main Cast: Chazz Palmenteri; Robert DeNiro;
Company: B.T. Films Inc.

The movie tells the story of Calogero a boy growing up in the Bronx. He watches Sonny (the gangster boss of the quarter) killing another guy, but did not tell the police during a line-up. Sonny starts to help and advice Calogero with which Calogero’s father is not that content. Although Sonny is a gangster boss he teaches Calogero to be a decent man.

Scene: gambling male adults adolescent or children table games tobacco transgressive

0:32:11-0:37:31: gambling
In this scene young Calogero enters the gambling cellar. There are a lot of noises, everybody shouts and wave with dollar bills in his hands. Some are smoking. Sonny wants Calogero to throw the dices for him. C. starts to do it and after a while making a lot of money for Sonny. During this gambling Sonny throws out other gamblers as they are “bad luck”. The other gambler has to go, as his face distracts the boy. There is no influence of people on dices anyway, but a lot of gamblers believe in “signs” and signals. 
As everybody is shouting and seems to be really mad about the game it is indeed possible that audience will consider this behaviour as addiction. In addition Sonny lets a young boy throw the dices for him and hence promotes gambling to a kid. This will for sure evoke disapproval no matter if the gambling behaviour is considered as addiction or not.
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